Abstract This paper presents an approach for mining fuzzy Association Rules (ARs) relating the properties of composite items, i.e. items that each feature a number of values derived from a common schema. We partition the values associated to properties into fuzzy sets in order to apply fuzzy Association Rule Mining (ARM). This paper describes the process of deriving the fuzzy sets from the properties associated to composite items and a unique Composite Fuzzy Association Rule Mining (CFARM) algorithm founded on the certainty factor interestingness measure to extract fuzzy association rules. The paper demonstrates the potential of composite fuzzy property ARs, and that a more succinct set of property ARs can be produced using the proposed approach than that generated using a nonfuzzy method.
Introduction
Association Rule Mining (ARM) is an important and well established data mining topic. The objective of ARM is to identify patterns expressed in the form of Association Rules (ARs) in transaction data sets [1] . The attributes in ARM data sets are usually binary valued but it has been applied to quantitative and categorical (non-binary) data [2] . With the latter, values can be split into ranges such that each range represents a binary valued attribute and ranges linguistically labelled; for example "low", "medium", "high" etc. Values can be assigned to these range attributes using crisp boundaries or fuzzy boundaries. The application of ARM using the latter is referred to as fuzzy ARM (FARM) [3] . The objective of fuzzy ARM is then to identify fuzzy ARs. Fuzzy ARM has been shown to produce more expressive ARs than the "crisp" methods [3, 5, 8] .
We approach the problem differently in this paper by introducing "Composite Item Fuzzy ARM" (CFARM) whose main objective is the generation of fuzzy ARs associating the "properties" linked with composite attributes [4] , i.e., attributes or items composed of sets of sub-attributes or sub-items that conform to a common schema. For example, given an image mining application, we might represent different areas of each image in terms of groups of pixels such that each group is represented by the normalized summation of the RGB values of the pixels in that group. In this case the set of composite attributes ( I ) is the set of groups, and the set of properties ( P ) shared by the groups is equivalent to the RGB summation values (i.e.
). Another could be the market basket analysis, where I is a set of groceries, and P is a set of nutritional properties that these groceries posses (i.e. P = {Pr, Fe, Ca, Cu,..} ) standing for protein, Iron etc.
Note that the actual values (properties) associated with each element of I will be constant, unlike in the case of the image mining example. We note that there are many examples depending on application area but we limit ourselves to these given here.
The term composite item has been used previously in [6, 7] and defined as a combination of several items e.g. if itemset {A, B} and {A, C} are not large then rules {B} {A} and {C} {A} will not be generated, but by combining B and C to make a new composite item {BC} which may be large, rules such as {BC} {A} may be generated. In this paper we define composite items differently as indicated earlier, to be an item with properties (see Sect. 3). This definition is consistent in [4] which also defines composite attributes in this manner, i.e. an attribute that comprises two or more sub-attributes.
In this paper, the concept of "Composite item" mining of property ARs is introduced, the potential of using property ARs in many applications and a demonstration of the greater accuracy produced using the certainty factor measure. In addition, it is demonstrated that a more succinct set of property ARs (than that generated using a non-fuzzy method) can be produced using the proposed approach.
The paper is organised as follows; section 2 presents a sequence of basic concepts, section 3 presents the methodology with an example application, Section 4 presents results of the CFARM approach and section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of the contribution of the work and directions for future work.
Problem Definition
The problem definition consists of basic concepts to define composite items, fuzzy association rule mining concepts, the normalization process for Fuzzy Transactions (FT) and interestingness measures. Interested readers can see [11] for the formal definitions and more details.
To illustrate the concepts, we apply the methodology using market basket analysis where the set of groceries have a common set of nutritional quantitative properties. Some examples are given in Table 1 . To illustrate the context of the problem, Table 1 shows composite edible items, with common properties (Protein, Fibre,…). The objective is then to identify consumption patterns linking these properties and so derive fuzzy ARs.
Basic Concepts
A Fuzzy Association Rules [8] is an implication of the form: Table 2 where each composite item is represented using the notation <label, value>.
The raw dataset D (table 2) Table 3 ). Thus: CIV table for Table 2 is given in Table 5 below. Table 5 for the raw data set given in Table 2 .
A property attribute set A , where
, is a Fuzzy Frequent Attribute Set if its fuzzy support value is greater than or equal to a user supplied minimum support threshold. The significance of fuzzy frequent attribute sets is that fuzzy association rules are generated from the set of discovered frequent attribute sets.
Fuzzy 
If normalisation is not done, the sum of the support contributions of individual fuzzy sets associated with an attribute in a single transaction may no longer be unity which is undesirable. The value of certainty ranges from -1 to +1. We are only interested in rules that have a certainty value greater than 0. As the certainty value increases from 0 to 1, the more related the attributes are and consequently the more interesting the rule.
Interestingness Measures

Methodology
To evaluate the approach, a market basket analysis data set with 600 composite edible items is used and the objective is to determine consumers' consumption patterns for different nutrients using RDA. The properties for each item comprised the 27 nutrients contained in the government sponsored RDA table (a partial list consists of Biotin, Calcium, Carbohydrate, ...., Vitamin K, Zinc). These RDA values represent a CIV table used in the evaluation. The property data set will therefore comprise 16200 27 600 = × ) is given in Table 6 . A representative fragment of a raw data set ( T ), comprising edible items, is given in Table 7 (a). This raw data is then cast into a properties data set (
using the given CIV/RDA table to give the properties data set in Table 7 (b). It is feasible to have alternative solutions here but we choose to code fuzzy sets {very 4 Values could be in grams, milligrams, micrograms, International unit or any unit. Here Min is the minimum value i.e.α , Core is the core region δ β , and Max is the maximum value γ in the trapezoidal fuzzy membership function. low, low, ideal, high, very high} with numbers {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} for the first nutrient (Pr), {6, 7, 8, 9, 10} for the second nutrient (Fe) etc [9] . Thus, data in Table 7 (c) can be used by any binary ARM algorithm. This approach only gives us, the total support of various fuzzy sets per nutrient and not the degree of (fuzzy) support. This directly affects the number and quality of rules as stated in Sect. 4. To resolve the problem, the fuzzy approach here converts RDA property data set, Table 7 (b), to linguistic values (Table 8) for each nutrient and their corresponding degrees of membership reflected in each transaction. Table 8 shows only two nutrients, Pr and Fe (i.e. a total of 10 fuzzy sets).
Experimental Results
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, we performed several experiments using a real retail data set [10] . The data is a transactional database containing 88,163 records and 16,470 unique items. For the purpose of the experiments we mapped the 600 item numbers onto 600 products in a real RDA table. Results in [11] were produced using synthetic dataset. In this paper, an improvement from [11] is that we have used real dataset in order to demonstrate the real performance of the proposed approach and algorithm.
The Composite Fuzzy ARM (CFARM) algorithm is a breadth first traversal ARM algorithm, uses tree data structures and is similar to the Apriori algorithm [1] . The CFARM algorithm consists of several steps. For more details on algorithm and pseudo code please see [11] .
Quality Measures
In this section, we compare Composite Fuzzy Association Rule Mining (CFARM) approach against standard Quantitative ARM (discrete method) with and without normalisation. We compare the number of frequent sets and the number of rules generated using both the confidence and the certainty interestingness measure. Fig. 1 demonstrates the difference between the numbers of frequent itemsets generated using Quantitative ARM approach with discrete intervals and CFARM with fuzzy partitions. CFARM1 uses data without normalisation and CFARM2 uses normalised data. For standard Quantitative ARM, we used Apriori-TFP algorithm [12] . As expected the number of frequent itemsets increases as the minimum support decreases.
It is clear from the results that the algorithm that uses discrete intervals produces more frequent itemsets than fuzzy partitioning method. This is because standard ARM (using discrete intervals) generates numerous artificial patterns resulting from the use of crisp boundaries. Conversley, fuzzy partitioning methods generate more accurately the true patterns in the data set due to the fact that it considers actual contribution of attributes in different intervals. CFARM2 produces comparatively less frequent itemsets than CFARM1, because the average contribution to support counts per transaction is greater without using normalization than with normalization. Fig. 2 shows the number of rules generated using user specified fuzzy confidence. Fig. 3 shows the number of interesting rules generated using certainty measures values. Certainty measures (Fig. 2) generate fewer, but arguably better, rules than the confidence measure (Fig. 2) . In both cases, CFARM2 generates less rules as compared to CFARM1; this is a direct consequence of the fact that CFARM 2 generates fewer frequent itemsets due to using normalised data. In addition, the novelty of the approach is its ability to analyse datasets comprised of composite items where each item has a number of property values such as the nutritional property values used in the application described here.
Performance Measures
For performance measures, we investigated the effect on algorithm execution time caused by varying the number of attributes and the data size with and without normalization using a support 0.3, confidence 0.5 and certainty 0.25. The dataset was partitioned into 9 equal partitions labelled 10K, 20K, …, 90K to obtain different data sizes We used all 27 nutrients. Fig. 5 shows the effect on execution time by varying numbers of attributes. Each property attribute has 5 fuzzy sets associated to it, therefore using 27 attributes, we have 135 columns.
However the experiments also show that the CFARM algorithm scales linearly with the number of records and attributes.
Conclusion and Future Work
A novel approach was presented for extracting fuzzy association rules from socalled composite items where such items have properties defined as quantitative (sub) itemsets. The properties are then transformed into fuzzy sets. The CFARM algorithm produces a more succinct set of fuzzy association rules using fuzzy measures and certainty as the interestingness measure and thus presents a new way for extracting association rules from items with properties. This is different from normal quantitative ARM. We also showed the experimental results with market basket data where edible items were used with nutritional content as properties. Of note is the significant potential to apply CFARM to other applications where items could have composite attributes even with varying fuzzy sets between attributes. We have shown that we can analyse databases with composite items using a fuzzy ARM approach.
